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Abstract

It is no secret that we, as a society, struggle with having productive con-
versations about race and gender. Discussions about these issues are beset
with obstacles, from the fear that participants feel about saying something
insensitive to the inherent power dynamics between conversation partners.
One practice that can help address these difficulties is intergroup dialogue
– sustained, small group discussions with participants from a variety of
social identities. In this paper, I detail how I incorporated intergroup
dialogue into a course on the philosophy of race and gender, providing
a blueprint for instructors who want to help their students develop the
ability to have constructive conversations about these challenging top-
ics. I provide strategies for how to design intergroup dialogues to avoid
many of the common pitfalls of such conversations, strategies that ulti-
mately helped my students become more likely to initiate and participate
in worthwhile discussions of race and gender.1
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Introduction

Voters in the United States are becoming increasingly polarized along politi-1

cal lines. Americans strongly distrust those who vote for the other party (Pew2

Research, 2019a), and this lack of trust is reflected in sharply divided opinions3

on a number of important issues. Voter responses to the COVID-19 pandemic4

revealed just how deeply these fissures run. In the summer of 2020, 76% of5

Republicans thought that the U.S. government was doing a good job dealing6

with the pandemic, while only 29% of Democrats agreed. Across the nations7

surveyed, this was the largest such divide (Pew Research, 2020a). Even though8

a number of Americans are concerned about increasing partisanship and dis-9

trust, the crisis shows no sign of abating, as younger generations are even more10

likely to harbor attitudes of distrust towards their fellow citizens (Pew Research,11

2019b) and many doubt that Democrats and Republicans can even agree about12

the basic facts (Pew Research, 2019a), much less about which policies are pru-13

dent in the face of those facts.14

15

Two areas where this increasing polarization is particularly evident are attitudes16

concerning race and gender. Liberals and conservatives have long disagreed17

on these important issues, but that disagreement is becoming even more pro-18

nounced. In 2016, 57% of Hilary Clinton supporters said that it is a lot more19

difficult to be a black person in the United States than it is to be a white per-20

son, with that number increasing to 74% of Joe Biden supporters in 2020. The21

number of Donald Trump supporters, however, who thought that it was a lot22

more difficult to be black, actually shrank from 11% in 2016 to 9% in 2020. A23

similar dynamic has occurred with gender issues as well. Only 26% of Clinton24

supporters agreed that the obstacles that once made it harder for women than25

men to get ahead are now largely gone, a figure that then decreased to just 20%26

of Biden supporters. For Trump supporters though, the percentage that agreed27

such barriers were largely gone increased from 72% in 2016 to 79% in 2020,28

making the issues of race and gender one of the most marked illustrations of the29

increasing divide between liberals and conservatives (Pew Research, 2020b).30

31

Extreme polarization can have a number of deleterious effects on a political cul-32

ture, decreasing the amount of trust that people have in those who support other33

parties and increasing willingness on both sides of the aisle to subvert demo-34

cratic processes. One of the most worrisome effects, however, is polarization’s35

impact on how citizens form their political opinions. Citizens of sharply divided36

polities are less likely to engage with those on the other side of the aisle, looking37

instead to partisan endorsement to form their political views. This, then, has38

the effect of simultaneously making voters more ignorant of the evidence that39

might support their favored policy while ironically also increasing their confi-40

dence that policy is correct (Druckman, Petersen, and Slothuus, 2013). This is41

especially concerning when it comes to the topics of race and gender, two areas42

where there are already significant barriers to understanding the personal expe-43

riences of those who claim a different social identity. Nestled within the larger44
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crisis of political polarization is thus a crisis of dialogue and empathy on issues45

surrounding race and gender, a crisis that may present even bigger challenges46

than the polarization surrounding other political issues.47

48

In order to combat this crisis of political polarization, I designed a course on49

“The Philosophy of Race, Class, and Gender” that incorporates intergroup di-50

alogues – small, diverse discussion groups that students participated in for the51

duration of the semester. Intergroup dialogues have been shown to help students52

develop a number of skills crucial to democratic dialogue, including empathizing53

with others and resolving conflict (Nagda, Gurin, and Lopez, 2003), but they54

have rarely, if ever, been used in the philosophy classroom. With an Innovation55

in Teaching Grant from the American Association of Philosophy Teachers, I de-56

signed dialogue groups meant to bring all of these benefits to the philosophical57

context, helping students of various social identities overcome the typical fears58

and challenges that go along with conversations about race and gender.59

60

In this article, I describe my approach to incorporating intergroup dialogue into61

the philosophy classroom, with the hope that this approach will lead to a wider62

adoption of intergroup dialogue across the discipline. I begin in Section 1 by63

discussing the many challenges to having fruitful conversations on topics related64

to social identity. I then lay out the benefits of intergroup dialogue in Section 2,65

arguing that these dialogues help students build the skills necessary to construc-66

tively explore the themes of race and gender and overcome the dynamics that67

can all too quickly lead to further polarization. I then describe in Section 3 how68

I constructed intergroup dialogues for the context of the philosophy classroom,69

presenting how incorporating dialogue affected my students in Section 4. In70

Section 5, I consider some possible concerns, ultimately arguing that intergroup71

dialogue can play a critical role in helping students overcome their reticence to72

connect with others on the issues of race and gender.73

1 Challenges for Dialogues on Race and Gender74

How would we expect an amateur to fare in a professional baseball game? Would75

she fare better or worse if we made her irate – say, if we convinced her that the76

other team had great disdain for her? Obviously, this would be a disaster, and77

the incendiary emotions would likely only make her worse in every respect – she78

would be less likely to achieve the aims of the game, less likely to improve, and79

less likely to ever play again. This, though, is analogous to the position that80

many young college students are put in when it comes to dialogue on race and81

gender. Several researchers have found that, in university settings, these diffi-82

cult conversations spring up most often as a result of microaggressions or other83

more explicit conflict (Hurtado, 1992; Sue and Constantine, 2007; and Sue et84

al., 2010). In the typical case, comments are made that unintentionally trigger85

animosity. What follows can be anything from strained silence to disorganized86

and tearful argumentation. Students, then, are making their first efforts to artic-87
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ulate and defend their ideas regarding race and gender under emotional strain,88

and are likely utterly unprepared to successfully navigate these impromptu dis-89

cussions. Productive conversation about any complex topic is difficult enough,90

and the addition of the emotions characteristic of conflict only make these con-91

versations even more challenging.92

93

The need for productive conversations about race and gender, then, is clear.94

The ability to talk coherently and constructively about these issues is required95

to alleviate the radical political impasse that is characteristic of our current96

socio-political climate. Considering race and gender in the philosophy class-97

room, however, comes with unique challenges. To begin with, students might98

be afraid to share their perspective, worried that they will either offend others99

or be criticized for holding views that other students deem unacceptable. Other100

students might worry that, by sharing their negative experiences with racism or101

sexism, they will only open themselves up to further abuse and ridicule. Stu-102

dents might also come into the classroom with very different understandings103

of race and gender, conceptual differences that can lead to talking past one104

another instead of fruitful dialogue. In order to design and facilitate successful105

dialogues on race and gender, it is first necessary to understand these challenges.106

107

The first obstacle to productive conversations about race and gender are the un-108

derlying anxieties of participants. Students have a fair amount of apprehension109

when discussing these topics, whether that is the fear of being misunderstood,110

saying something offensive, or being judged by their peers. One particularly111

pronounced fear is the concern that they will be labeled as racist or misogynist,112

a fear that most often manifests on the side of the historically dominant group.113

White students, for example, might be worried that they will say something114

that comes across as racist, affecting how others view them moving forward115

(Sue and Constantine, 2007; Sue et al., 2009; Sue et al., 2010; Sue, 2016; and116

Young, 2003). These students might even feel that, simply by acknowledging117

the topic of race, they will be seen as racist (Sue, 2013), even though shying118

away from discussing race can backfire by making them seem inauthentic and119

disingenuous (Shelton et al., 2005, and Vorauer and Turpie, 2004). These fears120

are not just limited to students. Faculty members who lead conversations on121

social identity also harbor fears of seeming biased (Howard, 2000, and Sue et122

al., 2009b), making them even less likely to introduce issues of race or gender123

into classroom discussions to begin with.124

125

To illustrate, I will now consider how some of my students articulated this gen-126

eral concern. For the Spring 2020 academic semester, I taught a 120 student127

course called “The Philosophy of Race, Class, and Gender.” My students be-128

gan the course with many of the same anxieties, with many students fearing129

being misunderstood or accidentally saying the wrong thing. In a survey at130

the beginning of the course, students identified being misinterpreted as a major131

obstacle to productive conversations about race and gender, saying that “the132

most challenging thing is trying to state your opinions in a way that will not133
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be misunderstood and offensive to someone” and that they were worried about134

“possibly offending other people.” Chief among those concerns was that others135

would think they were racist or sexist based on their class contributions. When136

asked to report the most challenging aspect of discussing topics surrounding137

race and gender, students responded with all of the following worries:138

What would you say is the most challenging aspect of discussing139

issues surrounding race, class, and gender?140

• “I always feel as if I may say something wrong that may label me as a141

racist or misogynist”142

• “People are afraid to share their opinions that could potentially hurt others143

or make them look a certain way, whether that could be sexist or racist”144

• “The accidental slip up on either side of the conversation where words are145

used that sound racist but weren’t intended to be racist”146

• “The fear that if I say something that someone doesn’t agree with that147

I’ll get [...] labeled as a racist simply for holding opposing views”148

As we can see, a number of my students felt concerned that, if they participated149

in discussions surrounding race and gender, they risked being seen as racist or150

sexist. Thus, this general obstacle to conversations about social identity was151

also a hurdle to productive dialogue in my class as well.152

153

Student fears were not just limited to appearing biased or prejudiced. While154

this might have been the primary fear among students from groups that have155

historically been in positions of power, a number of students were also concerned156

about the possible power differentials that often express themselves in conver-157

sations about social identity. Discussions of race and gender are alike in that158

there are already-felt power dynamics between dialogue participants. A student159

does not enter most philosophy classrooms with a sense of what it might mean160

for them if dualism is coherent, agent-causation is possible, or utilitarianism161

is correct. They are, though, often painfully aware that they have a position162

in discussions on race or gender. This awareness can manifest in recalcitrance163

(“Why would I say anything? I know my perspective isn’t welcome here,” or164

“such-and-such a group will never understand, there is no point in talking to165

them.”), pressure to be on one ‘side’ or another (qua one’s perceived group mem-166

bership), and disengagement (“These people are saying I am somehow invalid –167

how can I open up to that?”). The very situation that the group is endeavoring168

to understand is simultaneously manifested in the room by virtue of the rela-169

tionships that they have to one another (Zúñiga et al., 2007, and Zúñiga, Lopez,170

and Ford., 2012). Some of the trappings of these dynamics are less immediately171

obvious than others, but even the most subtle traits are likely to come out in172

the course of sustained conversations. Put differently, the power dynamics may173

be more immediately apparent in the case of skin tone, but even something like174

gender can be projected (correctly or incorrectly) on the basis of perceptible175
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behavior. As a result, otherwise peripheral aspects of student social identity176

are reported as becoming suddenly all too salient during discussions of race and177

gender (Young and Davis-Russell, 2002).178

179

Along with fears surrounding being misunderstood and being labeled as racist180

or sexist, my students were also concerned with the power dynamics that in-181

evitably come to the fore when discussing race and gender. Students from un-182

derrepresented social identities were worried that they would not be listened to,183

that someone might say something offensive, or that their first-hand experiences184

would be undermined:185

What would you say is the most challenging aspect of discussing186

issues surrounding race, class, and gender?187

• “I think the most difficult thing about discussing issues surrounding race,188

gender, and class is when people disregard or don’t validate my personal189

experiences as a member of a marginalized community and form opinions190

without listening to people who are hurt and face real consequences”191

• “I’ve been in a conversation where my opinion was considered moot due192

to my race, sex, and perceived class standing”193

• “As a Black woman, I have a unique perspective regarding this topic. It’s194

something I feel very passionate about because it has always affected my195

life and, based on the current social conflict in this world, it always will.196

I feel like it’s really easy for people who don’t face repercussions of being197

a certain race to say it’s ‘biology’ or race ‘doesn’t exist’”198

• “As a person of color I’m always afraid someone might say something racist199

like a racial slur or stereotype that would deeply offend me or hurt my200

feelings. It also hurts when others don’t understand that we can have con-201

versations with disagreements but not when the opponent’s disagreement202

is rooted in my oppression”203

There were thus a number of students from underrepresented groups who came204

into my course with concerns about how they would be treated when covering205

topics related to race and gender. This comes as no surprise, as many of these206

students may have already been subject to microaggressions (Sue and Constan-207

tine, 2007, and Sue et al., 2011) or other negative instances of conflict over208

social identity on campus (Hurtado, 1992). For this reason, building a healthy209

environment for intergroup dialogue requires creating spaces where underrepre-210

sented students are assured that their voices, experiences, and concerns will be211

taken seriously.212

213

A third pedagogical hurdle, and perhaps the most challenging obstacle to fruit-214

ful exchanges about social identity, is the presence of inarticulate and implicit215

conceptual schemas that make communication more challenging. I noted ear-216

lier that undergraduate students rarely recognize themselves as having a stake217
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in philosophical conversations. On these topics, however, many students en-218

ter philosophical conversations with convictions about the truth, and even the219

righteousness, of their particular ways of understanding the issues. The closest220

parallel in this sense is perhaps religious dialogue, but conversations about re-221

ligion often have the benefit of carefully articulated conceptual and theological222

paradigms. In the cases considered here, though, the frameworks do not have223

the benefit of a long history of clarifying discussion in the way theology has.224

Some students, for example, might think that the social world is best understood225

as structured by group hierarchies and systems of oppression, while others hold226

that we should think of our society in terms of individuals instead of reducing227

anyone to members of their kind. Both of these frameworks license inferences228

and assumptions that might seem puzzling to the other group, making mutual229

understanding harder to achieve than cases where there is a shared common230

ground. Making matters even more challenging, these are only two of the views231

that students might hold implicitly, making it necessary to unearth and articu-232

late these frameworks before it is possible to discuss and evaluate them.233

234

In addition to being afraid of being misunderstood or mistreated, my students235

were also concerned that intergroup dialogues would not be productive due to236

their own ignorance. Even though differences in conceptual schemas often go237

unacknowledged, a number of my students anticipated that their own lack of238

understanding might make conversations about social identity more challenging,239

expressing doubts that they would be an effective interlocutor because they were240

“not an expert on these topics” or did not “have enough education on the issues.”241

Other concerns in the same vein were as follows:242

What would you say is the most challenging aspect of discussing243

issues surrounding race, class, and gender?244

• “For me, the most challenging aspect of having a good discussion on these245

important issues was my own lack of knowledge.”246

• “I think inherent ignorance, whether it be my own or whoever I am dis-247

cussing an issue with, may warp our perceptions of what we are talking248

about.”249

• “I feel like I am not yet educated enough on some of these topics to speak250

on them.”251

• “The most challenging would be not knowing enough about a topic to252

discuss it and or explain it.”253

In addition to being worried that ignorance would be a significant obstacle254

to having productive discussions, a number of students explicitly said that they255

thought such ignorance was due to not being able to understand the perspectives256

of others:257
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• “The most challenging aspect of discussing issues surrounding race, class,258

and gender is not understanding the problem fully or seeing it from a place259

of privilege that would allow me to fully understand the problem which260

would lead me to offend others”261

• “I think understanding [...] the viewpoints that my classmates have on262

[race, class, and gender] is the hardest part because sometimes the opinions263

are so different it is hard to see the other side.”264

• “Being white, it is hard for me to accurately describe and fully understand265

the struggles that many other races face.”266

Not only must productive discussions of race and gender manage student fears267

and expectations, but they must also find strategies to bridge the differences in268

perspective that students bring to the conversation. In order to avoid simply269

talking past one another, students must be aware of how different conceptual270

frameworks make sense of race and gender and be able to formulate their own271

perspectives in the midst of these frameworks.272

2 Intergroup Dialogue as a Strategy for Discussing273

Race and Gender274

When faced with conversations about race and gender, students are often anx-275

ious that they might offend others or be harmed themselves. Despite these276

obstacles, the importance of having difficult conversations about race and gen-277

der provides reason to not be satisfied with the status quo. While challenging,278

having productive discussions about these issues is vital for repairing the di-279

visions that come with increasing polarization, making the potential benefits280

of a well-executed course on these topics worth pursuing. One potential route281

to overcoming these dialectical hurdles is intergroup dialogue, a methodology282

developed for discussing issues related to social identity. In this section, I will283

summarize the benefits of intergroup dialogue, including how it can help to ad-284

dress the problems detailed in the previous section.285

286

One promising method for fruitful dialogue on race and gender is the practice287

of intergroup dialogue. In 2008, a group of nine universities set out to explore288

whether intergroup dialogue could help students have conversations across var-289

ious social identities, a project known as the Multi-University Intergroup Dia-290

logue Research Project.2 According to the project, “intergroup dialogues bring291

together students from two or more social identity groups that sometimes have292

had contentious relationships with each other, or at the very least have lacked293

2Participating institutions included Arizona State University, Occidental College, Syracuse
University, the University of California, San Diego, the University of Maryland, the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst, the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, the University of Texas,
Austin, and the University of Washington, Seattle, enrolling approximately 1,500 students in
intergroup dialogues during the course of their respective academic years (Sorensen et al.,
2009).
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opportunities to talk in non-superficial ways” (Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga, 2008).294

In particular, the project focused on differences in social identity, including dif-295

ferences of race and gender, that have led to historical inequalities. The dialogue296

groups used in the study were small (including between twelve to sixteen stu-297

dents), diverse (made up of men and women of varied ethnicities), and sustained298

(meeting for a period of ten to twelve weeks), allowing participants to interact299

with those of different social identities over the length of an entire semester300

(Sorensen et al., 2009).301

302

Through the multi-university project, as well as through trials of intergroup303

dialogues at a number of other universities, several benefits of intergroup dia-304

logue have begun to become apparent. Even when dealing with controversial305

issues like race and gender, such groups have been shown to help students im-306

prove their communication skills, grow in empathy and understanding, and take307

action outside the classroom:308

Improved Communication Skills – Intergroup dialogue participation309

helps students build the sorts of communication skills that are necessary310

to tackle potentially divisive issues. Sustained engagement with peers311

who differ along a number of social and ideological dimensions creates an312

environment ideal for learning in the midst of, and even through, various313

forms of disagreement. Not only do intergroup dialogues help students314

form more positive views of conflict (Gurin et al., 1999, and Nagda and315

Zúñiga, 2003), but Wayne (2008) reports that intergroup dialogue in-316

creases student willingness to hear other’s views, share their own views,317

and respectfully disagree, while Nagda et al. (2003) shows that intergroup318

dialogues help students learn strategies for conflict management and res-319

olution. Intergroup dialogues are designed in order to help facilitate the320

formation of these crucial communication skills (Nagda, 2006), increasing321

the trust amongst participants over the course of the discussions (Gurin,322

Nagda, and Zúñiga, 2013, Ch. 7).323

324

Increased Empathy and Understanding – Along with providing stu-325

dents an opportunity to develop communication skills that can help them326

navigate difficult conversations, intergroup dialogues also allow students327

to learn to better empathize with those from different backgrounds. In-328

tergroup dialogue participants also show measurable increases in empathy329

(Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga, 2013, Ch. 5), a rise in positive intergroup330

relationships (Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga, 2013), increased awareness of331

social identities (Alimo, Kelly, and Clark, 2002, and Nagda and Zúñiga,332

2003), and a greater openness to learning about those from different so-333

cial groups (Gurin, Nagda, and Sorensen, 2011, and Nagda, Kim, and334

Truelove, 2004). Dialogue groups support this growth in intergroup un-335

derstanding particularly because hearing stories from students of other336

social identities is an effective way to teach about issues surrounding race337

and gender (Keehn, 2015, and Nagda et al., 2009).338
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339

Elevated Desire to Take Action – Increases in intergroup understand-340

ing and empathy are also accompanied by a stronger willingness to engage341

with these controversial issues moving forward. Dialogue participants are342

more likely to become advocates against racism (Alimo, 2012), demon-343

strating an increased willingness to raise issues of race and gender outside344

the classroom (Gurin-Sands et al., 2012, and Nagda et al., 2009), to de-345

fend others against inappropriate remarks (Nagda, Kim, and Truelove,346

2004), and to be civically engaged after graduating (Gurin, Nagda, and347

Sorensen, 2011, and Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga, 2013). These effects are348

not just limited to dialogue participants, as dialogue facilitators are also349

more likely to engage with issues related to social identity in both their350

personal and professional lives (Clark, 2005; Ford, 2017; Ford and Lipkin,351

2019; and Maxwell et al., 2011)352

All of these benefits of intergroup dialogue are enough to independently rec-353

ommend the practice, but these student outcomes are especially encouraging in354

the face of the challenges we saw in Section 2. As students form close relation-355

ships in their intergroup dialogues, their fears of being misunderstood decrease.356

When a small group meets consistently over the course of a semester with the357

explicit aim of better understanding the issues, they build a trust and rapport358

that cannot be achieved in an exclusively lecture-based setting. These results359

likely come from the increase in empathy that students have for one another360

along with their improving communication skills – students are less likely to be361

misconstrued when they are better at articulating their position and are sur-362

rounded by an empathetic audience. Unsurprisingly, we are more eager to act363

when we are confident in our abilities - more likely to swing when we know we364

can hit the ball - and this is particularly true when we think that our contribu-365

tions will be well received.366

367

As students get to know one another, not only do they have less fear that they368

will be misconstrued, but they also become more confident that their contribu-369

tions will be seen as valuable. The groups engage in a dialogue that, unlike a370

lecture, elevates the contributions of all participants. When the groups are com-371

posed of members from diverse social identities, regularly hearing from a range372

of perspectives demonstrates to students that all voices are welcome. Increases373

in empathy also facilitate more productive conversation, as power dynamics374

become less pronounced as relationships form within the dialogue group. Inter-375

group dialogues thus seem apt for confronting a number of challenges that come376

along with discussions on race and gender.377

3 Structuring Intergroup Dialogues378

Based on past research on intergroup dialogues, there is reason to be optimistic379

that they can help overcome some of the obstacles to productive conversations380
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about race and gender. Not only do intergroup dialogues decrease the amount381

of anxiety that students feel in discussing these topics, but the groups also level382

the conversational playing field, making room for contributions from members383

of all social identities. In order to try and reap these benefits, I incorporated384

intergroup dialogues into my Spring 2020 course entitled “The Philosophy of385

Race, Class, and Gender,” a class that came with all the previously mentioned386

concerns. Not only were students afraid to share their thoughts about these387

controversial topics, but even when they did contribute to the discussion, their388

ability to communicate was undermined by the power dynamics found in the389

traditional classroom. Typical lecture-style classrooms authorize certain voices390

in a way that diminishes the significance of other contributions, preventing all391

perspectives from being considered equally. The difficulty with communicating392

across these power differentials is only exacerbated by the fact that many stu-393

dents have differing conceptual schemes, leading to moments of merely speaking394

past one another rather than engaging in productive discussion. In this section,395

I will outline how I designed intergroup dialogues in order to help students over-396

come their fears of in-depth conversations on these issues. I will also detail how397

philosophy is particularly well-positioned to address the third challenge, that398

of the potentially radical and inarticulate differences in conceptual framework.399

Intergroup dialogues alone do not necessarily address this issue, but combining400

dialogues with philosophical instruction provides a promising route for overcom-401

ing this difficulty.402

403

In order to try and confront the challenges associated with conversations on race404

and gender, I created a course that, along with discussing a number of philosoph-405

ical theories, incorporated intergroup dialogues. Lectures were held on Mondays406

and Wednesdays, and all students were assigned to one of six dialogue groups407

that met either on Thursday or Friday. Dialogue groups held twelve sessions over408

the course of the semester and attendance was required, though students had409

the option of using one unexcused absence and a number of excused absences410

as needed. Each dialogue group had between nineteen and twenty-two mem-411

bers along with a primary dialogue facilitator. Four accomplished students –412

one white female undergraduate, one hispanic female undergraduate, one white413

female graduate student, and one white male graduate student, none of whom414

were enrolled in the course – served as the primary dialogue facilitators. Both415

undergraduate dialogue facilitators were funded through an Innovation in Teach-416

ing Grant from the American Association of Philosophy Teachers. Students also417

took turns serving as co-facilitators, helping to lead the dialogue sessions along418

with their primary facilitators.419

420

One way in which my dialogue groups differed from those created by the multi-421

university project is how students were assigned to their particular dialogue422

groups. The project attempted to create groups that each had at least four423

white men, four white women, four men of color, and four women of color424

(Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga, 2008), whereas the students in my groups were425

assigned randomly based on their availability. This was for a couple of reasons.426
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First of all, I did not have access to the demographic information of individ-427

ual students, preventing us from sorting them according to race and gender.428

Secondly, my student population is already fairly diverse, giving us confidence429

that randomly assigning students would still create viable intergroup dialogue430

despite my lack of access to information about their various social identities.431

According to demographic data collected in 2020 about the entire student body,432

approximately 42% of students identified as male and 58% of students identified433

as female, while approximately 58% of students identified as white and 42% did434

not identify as white.3 Thus, even though I did not have access to demographic435

information on the students enrolled in my course, random assignments were436

still a viable option for creating dialogues with a mix of students from various437

social identities.438

439

The rest of the steps I took in structuring the course and my intergroup dia-440

logues were in direct response to the difficulties inherent in conversations sur-441

rounding race and gender. The most obvious step I took to combat the fear442

that students often feel in discussing these issues was the creation of sustained,443

small group dialogues itself. Instead of utilizing only large, lecture-style course444

sessions, or having one-off small group dialogues, students were enrolled in the445

same intergroup dialogue for the duration of the semester. Moving from su-446

perficial conversations to more in-depth, meaningful dialogue takes a comfort447

level that is not possible to create over just one or two sessions (Zúñiga, Nagda,448

and Sevig, 2002). Sustained dialogue communication supports the relationship449

building required for deeper reflection (Nagda and Zúñiga, 2003, and Pettigrew,450

1998), making long-term dialogue engagement essential for optimal results in a451

dialogue format. By incorporating intergroup dialogues into my course, I was452

hoping to reap the general benefits that come along with such groups that we453

discussed in Section 2.454

455

Another step that I took to decrease student anxiety surrounding the contro-456

versial subject matter was a focus on creating structured dialogue sessions with457

clear expectations. Zúñiga, Nagda, and Sevig (2002) advise creating a set of458

guidelines for structuring conversations, while Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga (2013)459

suggest having dialogue participants themselves collectively create these guide-460

lines, ensuring that students will be able to create conversational norms that461

will make them more comfortable engaging their peers. In order to incorporate462

conversation guidelines like these into my intergroup dialogues, facilitators be-463

gan the dialogue groups by leading participants through the process of creating464

their own set of group norms. Some popular norms included those in Figure 1:465

3Of the students who did not identify as White, approximately 19.9% identified as Hispanic,
9.3% identified as Black, 2.9% identified as Asian, 0.2% identified as American Indian, 0.1%
identified as Native Hawaiian, 4% identified as multi-race, 4.6% simply reported that they
were non-resident aliens, and a final 1.3% did not respond. For full demographic data, see
[redacted for blind review].
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466

467 Figure 1: Sample Intergroup Dialogue Norms

Once the original norms were set, dialogue facilitators and co-facilitators would468

then gently remind participants about the norms, providing chances to add new469

norms if necessary and making sure that the group abided by the guidelines470

created to promote healthy dialogue.471

472

Along with the structure created by a set of shared group norms, each small473

group meeting also incorporated a pre-planned dialogue activity. These activi-474

ties both created engaged dialogues through the use of active learning (Zúñiga,475

Nagda, and Sevig, 2002, p. 14) as well as provided students with a shared476

basis for reflection (Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga (2013), pp. 57-58). During the477

first few dialogue sessions, activities often focused on icebreaker-type activities,478

allowing the students to build trust and familiarity with one another before479

moving to more challenging conversations in later meetings. More in-depth480

activities included disclosing hopes and fears related to dialogue conversations,481

completing poll questions about common group experiences, and centering482

discussion on a particular current event. All of these activities added structure483

to activities and gave students a common jumping off point for productive484

dialogue sessions.485

486

In addition to building a structured environment in order to help students487

feel more comfortable in their intergroup dialogues, I also took a number of488
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steps to erase the problematic power dynamics that often arise both in the489

classroom and in conversations surrounding race and gender. The dialogue490

format itself was a good first step – instead of creating a class that is always491

conducted in the lecture format, small group dialogues allow all students the492

opportunity to share their perspectives and experiences. Another best practice493

for countering problematic power dynamics that might arise even within the494

dialogue format is promoting diverse leadership of the intergroup dialogue.495

This can be accomplished in a number of ways: In the multi-university project,496

co-facilitators were chosen from different social identity groups (Gurin, Nagda,497

and Zúñiga, 2008), while in another study, peers from distinct social identity498

groups were trained to co-facilitate the dialogue groups (Nagda and Zúñiga,499

2003).500

501

For my intergroup dialogues, I incorporated diverse leadership both by hiring502

primary dialogue facilitators from underrepresented groups within philosophy503

and by having all dialogue participants serve as co-facilitators of their intergroup504

dialogue. Each meeting of the intergroup dialogue was co-facilitated by two505

students from that group, and each of these co-facilitators received training from506

their primary dialogue facilitator prior to leading discussion. Primary dialogue507

facilitators trained co-facilitators in promoting a lively and in-depth discussion,508

reinforcing group norms, and creating structured dialogue activities, giving each509

student an active role in building the culture of their individual dialogue groups510

and flattening any problematic power dynamics that might have emerged at the511

level of the dialogue groups. The complete structure of how intergroup dialogue512

leadership was built into the course is displayed in Figure 2.513

514

515 Figure 2: Intergroup Dialogue Structure

The final challenge that I attempted to address in designing my intergroup di-516

alogues were the deep differences in conceptual understanding when it comes517

to issues of race and gender. Dialogue groups, in and of themselves, do not518
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always reveal the distinct ways that students are thinking about these issues.519

Fortunately, philosophy is well-positioned to bring out conceptual tensions and520

conflicts across a range of subject matters, allowing us to bridge the gaps in con-521

ceptual understanding with a focus on the philosophical literature surrounding522

race and gender. Supplementing the dialogue groups with philosophical read-523

ings provided students with common terminology and a set of conceptual tools524

to discuss their perspectives and experiences, giving them a jumping off point525

for further discussion. For example, when we were preparing to discuss race in526

intergroup dialogues, I introduced students to biological, social, and elimina-527

tivist views on the metaphysics of race, equipping them with a shared language528

for discussing their own experiences of race. For those looking to include issues529

surrounding race and gender in their own courses, including issues in epistemol-530

ogy, ethics, and political philosophy, possible topics along with a few helpful531

readings can be found in Figure 3.532

533 Figure 3: Sample Topic Readings

These readings are obviously not the only valuable readings on these topics.534

Many of these readings are popular choices on a number of philosophy of race535

and philosophy of gender syllabi, and I offer them here simply as a starting point536

for those who might be interested in discussing some of these topics in their own537
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classes. For further syllabi on issues related to the philosophy of race and the538

philosophy of gender, see the American Philosophical Association’s diverse and539

inclusive syllabus collection.4540

4 Student Responses to Intergroup Dialogue541

My goal in designing a course including intergroup dialogues was to provide542

students a safe and predictable setting where they could begin to build the543

skills necessary to talk about race and gender in everyday life. Even though544

such national dialogue is more important than ever, my students are rarely in545

an environment that will allow them to grow in the ways required to fruitfully546

participate in this society-wide conversation. Despite increasing polarization,547

at the outset of my course, the vast majority of my students reported strongly548

agreeing that it is important to be able to discuss the issues of race and gender549

with others (see Figure 4).550

551

552 Figure 4: How Important are Dialogues about Social Identity?

I designed my course and intergroup dialogues so as to provide students both553

the tools and the opportunity to discuss these important issues. In this section,554

I summarize the results of the course, showing that students both reported555

being more likely to initiate conversations around race and gender, more556

comfortable having such conversations, and more willing to listen to those with557

opposing viewpoints.558

559

In order to judge how well my class equipped students to have such conversa-560

tions, all intergroup dialogue participants completed a survey at the end of the561

4The entire syllabus collection can be found online at https://www.apaonline.org/
members/group_content_view.asp?group=110430&id=380970.
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course. An important first step to decreasing the current stalemate on issues562

related to race and gender is simply increasing the willingness of citizens to563

discuss these important topics. Encouragingly, one of the primary effects that564

students reported is that they were both more comfortable having conversations565

about race and gender and more likely to initiate such conversations. Over 80%566

of students agreed that they were more comfortable having these discussions,567

while over 70% said that they are now more likely to initiate a similar discussion568

outside of class. Full survey results are displayed in Figures 5 and 6:569

570

571 Figure 5: Student Comfort Levels

572
Figure 6: Initiating Conversation

One of the factors driving the increased willingness to talk about these issues573

were the experiences that students had in their intergroup dialogues. Not only574

did students feel more comfortable having conversations about race and gender,575

but a number of students attributed this newfound confidence to their interac-576

tions in their dialogues groups:577
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In your own words, how would you say this class has impacted578

your ability or willingness to discuss issues surrounding race,579

class, and gender?580

• “I think the dialogue groups especially have made class discussion more581

comfortable. I am not afraid to state my opinion [...] because of the norms582

we have to go over. I feel like the class being emphasized as an open, safe583

place for opinion has been very helpful.”584

• “This class has introduced me to new philosophies and ways of thinking585

about issues that I was already aware of, but didn’t quite know how to586

talk about. I feel a lot more comfortable talking about it now because587

of that new knowledge. Also, having practice discussing these issues is588

something that has helped me, especially in the dialogue group.”589

• “I talk about this class a lot with friends and my roommates; these aren’t590

generally topics that I’d normally discuss. I do genuinely believe this class591

has given me more confidence in being able to speak my mind, while also592

listening to what others have to say as well.”593

• “It has made me more comfortable with engaging in these difficult conver-594

sations. I used to refrain from these conversations because I did not want595

to accidentally offend anyone. I am not always good at articulating my596

thoughts during these conversations, but this class, especially the dialogue597

groups, have helped.”598

Along with being more comfortable raising and discussing issues of race and599

gender, students also reported being more likely to listen to those with opposing600

views, an important second factor in reducing political polarization. Even if601

citizens are more willing to engage in conversations about race and gender, it602

is also necessary that they are open to listening to those who hold different603

views. Unless citizens hear opinions that are different from their own, they risk604

becoming siloed in an echo chamber of similar viewpoints. As we can see in605

Figure 7, my course was also effective in combating this tendency, as over 70%606

of my students reported being more likely to listen to someone who held an607

opposing viewpoint on race or gender:608
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609

610 Figure 7: Intergroup Dialogue Structure

One of the reasons that students cited for being more willing to engage with611

those with differing viewpoints was because of the ways it challenged their own612

perspective. Several students mentioned that disagreements led to a deeper un-613

derstanding and appreciation of viewpoints they had not previously considered:614

In your own words, how would you say this class has impacted615

your ability or willingness to discuss issues surrounding race,616

class, and gender?617

• “I think that, for a while, I have been pretty outspoken on my beliefs618

surrounding race, class, and gender, particularly in high school when I was619

president of the feminism club. What I struggled with most throughout620

this time was understanding other viewpoints and having the maturity621

to discuss them without being insulting or dismissive. After taking this622

class, my appreciation for other viewpoints does not come from a place623

of agreeing with them by any stretch; in fact, I feel even more strongly624

about my opinions. However, I am more intrigued by the possibility of625

other viewpoints–their validity, morality, basis, and most importantly, why626

they aren’t sound to me and the potential flaws they present in my own627

arguments. Overall, this class has encouraged me to think deeper about628

why people believe what they do and why opinions can differ so greatly.”629

• “This class has allowed me to understand different viewpoints for many630

arguments I had never previously considered. I am more equipped for631

conversations with people who have opposing views.”632

• “I think by hearing so many different opinions on topics I not only learned633

more about other people’s perspectives, I was also able to adjust my own.634
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This class allowed me to see other people’s struggles and their reasoning635

for thinking the way they do.”636

The way that students began to recognize the value of conversations with those637

with other perspectives offers perhaps the most promising reason to think that638

students will be better equipped to deal with political polarization moving for-639

ward. Instead of engaging with other viewpoints simply to defend their own,640

students not only learned to respect the views of others, but also came to think641

that they might also have something to learn from their ideological opponents642

as well. There were thus a number of areas where students showed a significant643

amount of growth, both in their willingness to have conversations about race644

and gender and in their openness to listen to those with conflicting viewpoints.645

5 Objections and Concerns646

The results of this post-course survey are promising. Students reported being647

more willing to engage with others on these difficult topics, even in the face648

of disagreement. Despite the difficult and emotional nature of the material,649

carefully planned conversations among peers (conversations sometimes full of650

disagreement) led to more confidence and willingness to engage. I recognize,651

though, that even with these results, there remain some potential concerns. In652

this section, I will consider some natural worries that are likely to arise about653

implementing a small group dialogue practice. I will begin by responding654

to the concern that spending a substantial portion of class time on dialogue655

groups will ultimately decrease student comprehension of the course content,656

considering then whether the growth that my students experienced could be657

had without incorporating intergroup dialogues. I will also respond to the658

objection that, insofar as philosophical dialogue is rigorous and truth-oriented,659

it will be more like debate and less like dialogue. Lastly, I will consider the660

worry that allowing students to have a larger role within dialogue groups will661

grant legitimacy to potentially problematic views.662

663

The first worry about the format of my class is that students did not have664

enough time to learn the material. Intergroup dialogues took up approximately665

a third of my class sessions, and instructors who already feel like they cannot666

cover all the course content might worry that committing this much time667

to dialogue discussions will further undermine how much of the material668

students are able to grasp. The preliminary research that has been done thus669

far, however, suggests that dialogue group participation actually enhances670

academic outcomes. Far from simply replacing the typical content knowledge671

with more of an emphasis on student communication, intergroup dialogues672

also contribute to the mastery of the relevant concepts. Keehn (2015) argues673

that personal stories (in the context of intergroup dialogue) facilitate student674

learning about a variety of aspects of race and ethnicity, while Weinzimmer and675

Bergdahl (2018) note that, when compared to large lecture courses, intergroup676

dialogues help students more effectively master concepts associated with the677
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sociology of race and ethnicity. There are further benefits as well. One of the678

struggles of teaching large classes is the insufficient time to field and address679

all student questions. With intergroup dialogues, the weekly meeting provides680

an opportunity for each student to clarify any misunderstandings with the help681

of their peers and the facilitators. Taking some time out of lecture for dialogue682

groups, therefore, should not be viewed as a trade-off with comprehending683

course content, but as a way of facilitating its uptake.684

685

Another concern is that the growth students experienced in my course is686

mainly due to the course content rather than the dialogue group practice itself.687

Throughout the class, students were exposed to a large amount of material that688

they have likely never encountered before, making it possible that this content,689

and not the intergroup dialogue, is the primary contributor to the favored690

outcomes referred to throughout the paper. Here again, there is evidence691

to suggest that intergroup dialogues themselves play an essential role in the692

desired student outcomes. Nagda et al., (2009), and Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga693

(2013), for example, directly compared the outcomes of students who completed694

a non-dialogue social science course on race or gender to students who covered695

the same content accompanied by an intergroup dialogue. Dialogue group696

participants showed larger increases in intergroup openness and empathy as697

well as a greater understanding of structural inequalities than students in the698

control groups (Nagda et al., 2009, and Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga, 2013).699

While this research is suggestive, there is still more work to be done when it700

comes to teaching philosophical content. It would be useful, for example, to701

study whether the differences between the control groups and the dialogue702

groups manifest in philosophy courses as well as social science courses, but the703

preliminary empirical evidence in favor of the added value of dialogue groups704

is impressive enough to recommend initial implementation along with further705

research.706

707

A third objection to consider is that my dialogue groups, due to their philo-708

sophical nature, might be more like debates instead of intergroup dialogues.709

The creators of the multi-university project are clear that their intention is for710

participants to “learn how to dialogue, a style of communication that facilitates711

understanding, rather than debate!” (Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga, 2008, p. 4), as712

participants might be more likely to withdraw from conversations that feel more713

like heated arguments than productive discussions. Take, for example, this714

student comment about when they felt most uncomfortable in their intergroup715

dialogue: “The only time I really felt uncomfortable and I did stop talking was716

the affirmative action [dialogue session] because [...] I felt it was turning into717

an argument or a discussion debate and that’s when I quieted down because718

I didn’t like the whole confrontation [sic]” (Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga, 2008,719

p. 64). One might worry that the rational argumentation characteristic of720

philosophy plumps too close to debate when compared to other intergroup di-721

alogues, negating the positive benefits that might be had through such dialogue.722

723
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When we look closely, however, at the types of engagement that intergroup724

dialogues are meant to avoid, there is reason to think that the groups I designed725

can avoid this worry. Here are the characteristics of debate that intergroup726

dialogues are meant to exclude: (1) Participants trying to convince each other727

so one side ‘wins’ (Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga, 2008, p. 4), (2) Students simply728

waiting for their chance to monologue (Gurin, Nagda, and Zúñiga, 2008, p.729

4), and (3) Participants treating the conversation as an exercise in rhetoric or730

one-upmanship (Zúñiga, Nagda, and Sevig, 2002). To what degree did these731

behaviors exist in my intergroup dialogues? In regards to (1), it was a part of732

my dialogue practices that substantive points had to be rationally defended, and733

objections engaged with (as is the case in most philosophy classes) but this is734

distinct from the worries the author expresses. There were no winners or losers735

determined by my dialogue group structure, and students were encouraged736

to discuss all parts of an issue instead of just focusing on the most strongly737

defended positions. In the course of their dialogue group experience, students738

may have changed their mind about particular issues, but this was not the739

primary aim of the group or its structure. (2) and (3) can be handled together.740

Insofar as a philosophical dialogue has devolved into one-upmanship or a741

procession of monologues, things have clearly gone awry. Instead, philosophical742

dialogue shares many features with what the authors praise about their sort743

of dialogue. The goal of the conversations is precisely to facilitate understand-744

ing, both of the positions of our interlocutors and of the relevant concepts745

involved. Even if disagreement is the result, there will have been progress if746

these two goals are met. In sum, the philosophical dialogue defended here747

lacks the negative elements that dialogue groups would do well to avoid and748

possesses all of the beneficial characteristics associated with intergroup dialogue.749

750

The last objection is that a dialogue group, in inviting more contributions from751

students, may grant legitimacy to problematic views. Because dialogue facil-752

itators are less domineering than a lecturer, merely keeping the conversation753

flowing instead of dictating everything that is discussed, a damaging view could754

be presented and discussed for longer than during a typical lecture discussion.755

Furthermore, if the view is presented as just one option among many, this might756

seem to validate it. In order to decrease the risk that dialogue groups serve to757

legitimize harmful views, my primary facilitators played an important role in758

keeping conversations civil and managing any such issues as they arose. Even759

though they did not have as pervasive a role as a lecturer would, they were760

encouraged to manage potentially worrisome situations and report any issues to761

the course instructor. Naturally, there was some discretion involved on the part762

of primary facilitators – it is not always necessary to forbid particular topics763

simply because they are potentially unethical (after all, many utilitarians find764

Kantianism deeply unethical, and vice versa), but entertaining certain views765

can be especially dehumanizing. This risk was also lessened by participants766

creating their own conversational norms - the sense of ownership and guidance767

that this imbued into the conversation helped stem any sort of harmful com-768

mentary, especially because the stated goal was to learn to better understand769
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other students as equals. Even once these steps were taken, there was still a770

small risk that problematic views would arise, but these safeguards were enough771

to allow the instructor to deal with any issues that came up on a case-by-case772

basis. In my case, these measures were enough to prevent any notable problems773

from emerging in any of my six dialogue groups.774

Conclusion775

If our culture is not yet in crisis, it is uncomfortably close. There is a decreasing776

willingness to dialogue across differences, and when that dialogue does occur, it777

is often characterized by anger and misunderstanding. This is the case across a778

number of different issues, but race and gender have often taken center stage.779

Philosophy courses have always been remarkable in their ability to facilitate780

conversation about challenging issues, but even they are affected by the deeply781

polarized American political climate. Here, I have presented both theoretical782

and empirical reasons to believe that the introduction of intergroup dialogues783

into philosophy courses on race and gender can contribute to overcoming these784

broader societal issues as well as supporting the pedagogical aims of philosophy785

courses. Starting with the model provided by the multi-university project, I786

incorporated intergroup dialogues into my course on the philosophy of race and787

gender, a course that the vast majority of students reported made them more788

comfortable talking about race and gender as well as engaging with those with789

differing views. I hope that this course can serve as a model to others who hope790

to include intergroup dialogues in their classes, providing further insights about791

the benefits and challenges of dialogue groups in the philosophy classroom.792
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